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SHE'S HOLDING ON TIGHT. As a teen, Dawn ran from a life on the streets
straight into the arms of Jimmy "Mad Dog" Sanchez, a biker who promised to be
her knight in shining armor. But his love was just another cage. Years later,
Dawn's former life still has its hooks in her and she'll do whatever it takes to
break free. When Cade "Ryder" O'Connor, a member of a rival club, makes her
an offer, Dawn finds herself in a different, hotter kind of trouble with one
irresistible Sinner... WILL HE GIVE HER THE RIDE OF HER LIFE?Cade is an
outlaw biker with allegiance to one thing and one thing only: The Sinner's Tribe
Motorcycle Club. But when it comes to the stunningly sexy, fiercely independent
Dawn Delgado, Cade finds himself...hungrier for more. Trouble is on Dawn's
heels and he wants to be the answer to her prayers, whether she wants him to be
or not. What can't be denied is the red-hot attraction between them. However, as
they fall deeper, the danger rises and Cade may have to sacrifice it all...in
Beyond the Cut by New York Times bestselling author Sarah Castille.
Roseline teeters on the brink of insanity. A string of gruesome murders A
tremulous pact. Lives hang in the balance. Two deadly tasks. An epic battle.
Redemption is coming... Roseline Enescue has always been a warrior, the
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fiercest of her kind, but when she is stripped of her strength and left teetering on
the edge of insanity, she is forced to rely on the one person she trusts the least.
As Fane and Nicolae fight to save Sadie's life, they find themselves pulled into a
tremulous truce between hunter and immortal when a string of gruesome
murders break out. The lines have been drawn and the battle preparations have
begun, but only Gabriel can save them all...if he can survive the final two tasks.
The first battle may be over, but the war has only just begun. Redemption is
coming...
Through a miraculous wrinkle in time, 40-year old John Lennon returns to us on
the 40th anniversary of his passing. His appearance in front of the Dakota
apartment building on December 8, 2020 in New York City begins a non-stop
adventure that is intriguing, heartbreaking and humorous. Saint John Lennon:
It¿s About Time! is a melding of history, fact, fiction and fantasy. This time-travel
fantasy is a page-turning action adventure giving us a glimpse into the patterns of
the past and potential future outcomes of our present policies. It¿s also a love
story that follows John as he re-establishes his relationships with Yoko, Paul and
Ringo, his fans and, most poignantly, with his sons Julian and Sean who grew up
without him. We follow John as he adjusts to unimaginable technology for
someone who left the earth in 1980: the internet, drones, bots, holograms, 4D
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television, humanoid robots, driver-less cars and even space travel for pleasure.
He is enamored by the music culture and makes rock-n-roll history of his own.
This thought-provoking escapade about peace and love will simultaneously bring
tears to your eyes and have you laughing out loud. Baby boomers, Beatles fans
old and new, John Lennon admirers, and anyone dedicated to the peace
movement will be inspired and delighted by this fast-paced, can¿t-put-it-down
romp.
"Death waits at the end of the line! Thirteen people recently gained strange
magical powers. The mysterious organization known as the Vanguard are out to
take those powers away-- any way they possibly can! Roxanne (Rooster), Liam
(Ram), and Duane (Pig) are trapped on an out-of-control high-speed train. Their
Zodiac powers are not enough to stop it safely. Can they rely on the help from
their new teammate, Malik (Ox), who just joined them from Vanguard? The
Zodiac team must take a crash course in teamwork... at a breakneck
speed!"--Back cover.
Join Rae Kerrigan in this bestselling series & start one amazing adventure! The
Chronicles of Kerrigan BoxSet-Bks#1-6 Book 1 - Rae of Hope How hard do you
have to shake the family tree to find the truth about the past? 15 year-old Rae
Kerrigan never knew her family's history. Her mother & father died when she was
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young and it's only when she accepts a scholarship to the prestigious Guilder
Boarding School in England that a mysterious family secret is revealed. Will the
sins of the father be the sins of the daughter? As Rae struggles with new friends,
a new school & a star-struck forbidden love, she must also face the ultimate
challenge: receive a tattoo on her 16th birthday with specific powers that may
bind her to an unspeakable darkness. It's up to Rae to undo the darkness in her
family's past and have a ray of hope for her future. Book 2 - Dark Nebula Nothing
is as it seems anymore. Leery from the horrifying incident at the end of her first
year at Guilder, Rae's determined to learn more about her new tattoo. Her
expectations are high, but all hopes of happiness turn into shattered dreams the
moment she steps back on campus. Lies & secrets are everywhere, and a
betrayal cuts Rae deeply. Among her conflicts & enemies, it appears her father is
reaching out from beyond the grave to ruin her life. With no one to trust, Rae
doesn’t know who to turn to for help. Has her destiny been written? Or will she
become the one thing she hates the most-her father’s prodigy. Book 3 - House
of Cards Rae Kerrigan is 3months away from graduating from Guilder. She's now
moonlighting as an operative for the Privy Council, a black ops division for British
Intelligence. She’s given a mentor, Jennifer, who fights like a demon.Rae finds a
strange maternal bond with her. At the same time, she finds a new friend when
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Devon disappoints her once again. . When the Privy Council ask for her help, she
finds a friend, and a link, to the Xavier Knights – another agency similar to the
Privy Council. Will she lose herself in the confusions of the past and present?
What will it mean for her future? Book 4 - Royal Tea The Queen of England has
requested the help of the Privy Council. Someone is trying to kill her son’s
fiancé. The HRH Prince plans to marry a commoner, and his bride has a secret
no one knows but the Privy Council. She has a tatù. When the Privy Council
turns to Rae for help, she can’t possibly say no; not even when they make
Devon her partner for this assignment. Rae would rather be anywhere but with
Devon, especially since she believes her mother to be alive, despite the Privy
Council’s assurances to the contrary. How can Rae find proof of life for her
mother, come to terms with her feelings for Devon, and manage to save the
Princess, all while dressed for tea? When the enigma, the secrets and the
skeletons in the closet begin to be exposed, can Rae handle the truth? Book 5 Under Fire Rae Kerrigan is determined to find her mother. No amount of
convincing from Devon, or the Privy Council, is going to make her believe her
mother is not alive, and Rae will stop at nothing to find her. Torn between
friendship and loyalty, Rae must also choose between Luke and Devon. She
can’t continue to deny, or fool herself, any longer. The heart wants what the
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heart wants. Book 6 - End in Sight When life couldn't get anymore confusing, fate
steps in and throws a curveball.
She will fight for what is hers. When the king is murdered, Katerina, his only
daughter, must flee for her life. She finds herself on a strange and dangerous
path. Alone for the first time, she's forced to rely upon her wits and the kindness
of strangers, while protecting her royal secret at the same time. Because she
alone knows the truth. It was her brother who killed the king. And he's coming for
her next. Alone and struggling, she finds herself an instant target until a
mysterious protector comes to her aid. Together, and with a collection of the
most unlikely friends, the group must navigate through an enchanted world just
as fantastical as it can be deadly. But time is not on their side. With her brother's
assassins closing in at every turn, Katerina must unlock a secret that's hidden
deep inside her. The only thing strong enough to keep the darkness at bay. Can
she find the answers she needs? Will she ever take her rightful place on the
throne? Only one thing is certain: she's running out of time. Be careful who you
trust. Even the devil was once an angel.
Using biblical, historical, and contemporary examples of brokenness, this
practical and theoretical look at the process of being spiritually broken as a part
of God's character-building process shows that true servanthood is not built on
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skills or position, but on those very character traits God has built through
brokenness.
The Double Wager is the digital reissue of a previously published and long out-ofprint novel by New York Times Bestselling author Mary Balogh. Henrietta Tallant
has always preferred the company of her brother and his rough-and-tumble
friends to that of other ladies. She rebels at the prospect of making her debut into
London society and the great marriage mart. However, when her brother’s
friends challenge her to entice the toplofty, unattainable Duke of Eversleigh into
offering her marriage within six weeks, she recklessly accepts and wagers her
beloved horse. The Duke of Eversleigh, who has always adamantly proclaimed
his determination never to marry, is beginning to feel the pull of duty and the
need to produce an heir. His friends do not believe he will give in so easily,
however, and wager with him that he will not make a marriage offer within a
month. When Henrietta deliberately collides with the duke in a London ballroom,
then, each is intent upon winning a wager--without any thought to what will
happen after it is won.
Offering a critical introduction into LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender)
transnational identity in the media, this book examines performances and
representations within documentary and fiction oriented texts. An interdisciplinary
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approach is put forward, revealing new potentials for non western queer identity.
I always thought when the apocalypse finally began I would be swinging my baseball
bat at the zombies with the best of them. I was prepped and ready to smash in some
undead heads if the need ever arose. The problem is—no one ever warned me that I
would have to dread the humans even more. The ones who still remember their names
and how to put a gun to your temple when they want something. Do not fear the
Withered Ones. Fear the ones still human. This is an omnibus edition featuring the first
three books in The Withered series: Wither, Resurrect and Affliction. Wither After an
epidemic swept across the nation, the government foolishly rushed the creation of a
vaccine—but what was meant to bring salvation instead brought damnation. Human
mutations birthed a new species, but Avery Whitlock soon learned that the top threat
against her survival was not the Withered Ones—but the ones still human. Resurrect
After enduring a kidnapping, brutal gang attacks and the death of the man she loved,
Avery Whitlock believed she could survive anything—until she discovered that she was
being hunted. The Withered had mutated and she had reason to believe that evolution
couldn’t be stopped—especially when it was genetically engineered. Affliction No longer
fully human, but unwilling to accept her fate as a flesh-eating zombie, Avery Whitlock
abandoned the only place she could call home in order to save the man she loved from
herself. Driven to prevent anyone else from suffering her fate, she stalked the doctor's
responsible for the mutations—but with each life she took, her cravings amplified and her
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grip on humanity slipped.
Roseline does not like being labeled a vampire. She wants to live a normal life so she
leaves her abusive husband and heads to America. She hopes to hide as a student in a
prep school, but when she meets Gabriel her hopes are shattered and fear takes over
her life.
1647, Windsor Connecticut Fear of witchcraft was not brought about by the God fearing
people of my village but through the whispers of a demon, clothed in seductive crimson,
an expert of womanly wiles. It was she that destroyed my town from within, tore my
family apart and sent me to an innocent's death. I am not a witch but I will burn as one.
Not for fear but for greed. For lust. For the pursuit of something far beyond the reach of
any human. Most people think the witch trials began in Salem. They are wrong. This is
my tale.
Sarah tries to hide her magical abilities from an oppressive government, but when a
Silver elf, Micah, from a parallel world visits her and shows her the Otherworld they
decide to work together to protect her family.
As the third Trial draws to a close, Thomas and some of his cohorts manage to escape
from WICKED, their memories having been restored, only to face new dangers as
WICKED claims to be trying to protect the human race from the deadly FLARE virus.
A guy with everything to lose. A girl with nothing to offer. They were from two different
worlds trying to defy both for a chance to be together. When a fateful accident during a
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blizzard brings Elliot Carter and Claire Sullivan's lives crashing together, they quickly
learn that they will have to fight for more than survival, but the bonds formed in
seclusion will soon be tested. When Elliot's father arrives to rescue them, declaring her
unfit for his son, Claire will suffer the consequences of deciding to shoulder the burden
of a secret that could destroy both of them on her own. "They say your life flashes
before your eyes the moment right before you die, but that wasn't true for everyone.
Mine didn't even warrant a tiny flicker of light, at least not until I opened my eyes to see
Elliot Carter staring up at me. He was one of those guys that everyone knew. Popular,
nice on the eyes and untouchable by pretty much anyone in town that his father didn't
approve of. You had to be somebody for the Carter's to notice you and I was about as
invisible as they came."
Teacher Jenny Travolini doesn't care that the town's reclusive, cold-hearted tycoon
millionaire won't see her. They have business to discuss—like how his dog knocked up
her dog. However, Nicholas Bonaparte isn't exactly what Jenny imagined. Arrogant and
icy? Absolutely. But the shadows can't conceal the raw, sensuality of his voice...or how
it sends shivers along Jenny's skin. Nicolas knows his reputation for being cold and
aloof. He welcomes it, in fact. He prefers to stay in the shadows, hiding the scars that
mar both his skin and his soul. Yet something in Jenny calls to him, lights a raging fire
that deep within him. There is more here than mere lust. More than passion. But the
past is a shadow that won't be left behind...even when it threatens the hope of true
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It's a heavy-metal Battle Royale when Maxwell - the evil Dragon - sends an army
of robots against Steven Lee, the teenaged Tiger, and his Zodiac team! Each 'bot
is designed to counter a specific Zodiac member's power - so to survive, the
team will have to work together like never before.
Alexander Stewart, Viscount Merrick, is honor-bound to marry Anne Parrish after
a snowstorm strands them alone together overnight. But nothing is going to force
him into living with her when he believes she deliberately ensnared him. He
settles her on his country estate and does not see her again until his
grandmother, determined to bring them back together, invites Anne to join the
whole family at a house party in honor of her Golden Wedding anniversary.
Alexander finds Anne much changed, and he discovers that his feelings toward
her are changing too. But will his angry, newly confident wife allow herself to be
wooed?
The oceans stopped working before Willo was born, so the world of ice and snow
is all he's ever known. He lives with his family deep in the wilderness, far from the
government's controlling grasp. Willo's survival skills are put to the test when he
arrives home one day to find his family gone. It could be the government; it could
be scavengers--all Willo knows is he has to find refuge and his family. It is a
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journey that will take him into the city he's always avoided, with a girl who needs
his help more than he knows. S.D. Crockett on narrative voice and an especially
cold winter: What was your inspiration for After the Snow? Well, apart from the
unbelievably cold winter during which I was writing—in an unheated house,
chopping logs and digging my car out of the snow; I think much of the inspiration
for the settings in After the Snow came from my various travels. In my twenties I
worked as a timber buyer in the Caucasus Mountains of southern Russia, and
that work led to travels in Eastern Europe and Armenia. As soon as I step off the
plane in those places it smells like home. It may sound strange to say, when After
the Snow is set in Wales, but really the practical dilemmas in the book come
directly from places I've been, people I've lived with, and the hardships I've seen
endured with grace and capability. I was in Russia not long after the Soviet Union
collapsed and I've seen society in freefall. Without realizing it at the time I think
those experiences led me to dive into After the Snow with real passion. What
would western civilization look like with a few tumbles under its belt? What would
happen if the things we took for granted disappeared? I wanted to write a
gripping story about that scenario, but hardly felt that I was straying into fantasy
in the detail. What do you want readers to most remember about After the Snow?
We all have the capacity to survive, but in what manner? What do we turn to in
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those times of trouble? Those are the questions I would like people to
contemplate after reading After the Snow. How did Willo's unique voice come to
you? Willo's voice appeared in those crucial first few paragraphs. After that it just
grew along with his world and the terrible situations that arise. I think his voice is
in all of us. We don't understand, we try to make good—maybe we find ourselves.
How did you stay warm while writing this novel? I banked up the fire—and was
warmed by hopes of spring.
What would it be like to live in a world where you were considered abnormal even
to those who were above the norm? Jenna O'Conner is not human, nor is she
considered the norm for the supernatural Other community that is benevolent
enough to share this world with the humans. On her first day as the newewst
member of the Wilmington Police Department's SWAT Team, Jenna runs into
trouble in the form of a deadly, mouthwatering man named Adam McPhee, who
is also not human. He is determined to figure out exactly what Jenna is, which
could very well put her life in danger. Furthermore, he is determined to have her
all to himself. As if that weren't enough for Jenna to deal with, a group of
extremist Shifters who consider humans to be cattle and who think that factions
of Others should stay within their own species-never to intermingle-come to town.
Jenna has to find a way to shut them down, but in the process of trying to do that,
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she discovers things about herself that even she had never thought were
possible. Who said the wolf was what you had to worry about? Welcome to the
real world. Contains mature themes.
Seeking justice for her daughters murder Tina must seek answers in the
supernatural realm. Terror is spreading over Pendale. Love is pitted against a
dreadful force.
A wedding massacre. An innocence stolen. Mortality stripped away. In a single
night, everyone Roseline Dragomir has ever loved is slaughtered before her
eyes. Alone in the world and bound by a solemn marriage vow to a vicious
murderer, she must find a strength buried deep within her to keep going or risk
completely losing herself. When a mysterious stranger crosses her path,
Roseline will discover that not all immortals are evil. Some even bear emotional
scars that run just as deep as her own. Will she uncover a will not just to
survive...but to fight back? *Desolate is the prequel to my Age of the Fallen
series. Due to the nature of this story, Desolate contains some dark scenes that
may be triggering for some people. Please preview this book prior to buying it for
YA readers.
A dark paranormal romance/urban fantasy with sex, mystery and humor--the
ultimate vampire chick lit Kismet Knight is a young psychologist with a growing
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clinical practice, and she's always looking for something to give her the edge in
her chosen career. When her new client turns out to be a Goth teenager who
desperately wants to become a vampire, Kismet is inspired to become the
vampire shrink, offering her services to people who believe they are undead.
Kismet herself, as a scientist, knows it's hokum, but she's looking at it in a purely
psychoanalytic light, already imagining the papers she's going to write on this
strange subculture. That's until she meets the leader of a vampire coven, a sexy,
mysterious man who claims to be a powerful 800-year-old vampire, and she is
pulled into a whirlwind of inexplicable events that start her questioning everything
she once believed about the paranormal.
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR, W.J. May brings you a paranormal
academy series you won't be able to put down! How hard do you have to shake
the family tree to find the truth about the past? Fifteen year-old Rae Kerrigan
never really knew her family's history. Her mother and father died when she was
young and it is only when she accepts a scholarship to the prestigious Guilder
Boarding School in England that a mysterious family secret is revealed. Will the
sins of the father be the sins of the daughter? As Rae struggles with new friends,
a new school and a star-struck forbidden love, she must also face the ultimate
challenge: receive a tattoo on her sixteenth birthday with specific powers that
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may bind her to an unspeakable darkness. It's up to Rae to undo the dark evil in
her family's past and have a ray of hope for her future. Join Rae Kerrigan in this
bestselling series and the start of one amazing adventure! The Chronicles of
Kerrigan Series Rae of Hope Dark Nebula House of Cards Royal Tea Under Fire
End in Sight Hidden Darkness Twisted Together Mark of Fate Strength & Power
Last One Standing Rae of Light READ THE WHOLE SERIES: Prequel Series:
Christmas Before the Magic Question the Darkness Into the Darkness Fight the
Darkness Alone in the Darkness Lost in Darkness The Chronicles of Kerrigan
Sequel A Matter of Time Time Piece Second Chance Glitch in Time Our Time
Precious Time The Chronicles of Kerrigan: Gabriel Living in the Past Present for
Today Staring at the Future Kerrigan Chronicles Stopping Time A Passage of
Time Ticking Clock Secrets in Time Time in the City Ultimate Future Kerrigan
Kids Book 1 - School of Potential Book 2 - Myths & Magic Book 3 - Kith & Kin
Book 4 - Playing With Power Book 5 - Line of Ancestry Book 6 - Descent of Hope
Book 7 – Illusion of Shadows Book 8 – Frozen by the Future Book 9 – Guilt of My
Past Book 10 – Demise of Magic Book 11- Rise of the Prophecy Book 12 –
Deafened by the Past Coming 2021 The Kerrigan Memoirs SEARCH TERMS:
fantasy, Young Adult, series, boarding school, paranormal, superpowers, tattoos,
mystery, romance, England, supernatural, Tudor, chronicles of kerrigan, w.j. may,
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New Adult & College Romance, new adult and college, new adult, New Adult &
College Romance Paranormal, paranormal romance, paranormal fantasy,
superhero, vampires and witches, witches, superhero fantasy ebooks, fantasy
new adult, dark fantasy, mystery thriller, paranormal shifter romance, werewolf
shifters romance, magic, wizard, Twilight
The Three Little Bats in the tree are quite small, and they are hardly noticed, if ever at all.
When the goblins have a party and invite their guests, the witch goes on a quest to be dressed
the best! When she points at the bats and shouts a command, will the bats help out? Will they
lend a hand? Her costume will almost certainly depend, on whether she's polite and learns to
make friends.
The Bluebeard fairy tale retold. . . . When seventeen-year-old Sophia Petheram’s beloved
father dies, she receives an unexpected letter. An invitation—on fine ivory paper, in bold black
handwriting—from the mysterious Monsieur Bernard de Cressac, her godfather. With no money
and fewer options, Sophie accepts, leaving her humble childhood home for the astonishingly
lavish Wyndriven Abbey, in the heart of Mississippi. Sophie has always longed for a
comfortable life, and she finds herself both attracted to and shocked by the charm and easy
manners of her overgenerous guardian. But as she begins to piece together the mystery of his
past, it’s as if, thread by thread, a silken net is tightening around her. And as she gathers
stories and catches whispers of his former wives—all with hair as red as her own—in the
forgotten corners of the abbey, Sophie knows she’s trapped in the passion and danger of de
Cressac’s intoxicating world. Glowing strands of romance, mystery, and suspense are woven
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into this breathtaking debut—a thrilling retelling of the “Bluebeard” fairy tale.
Desolate
If finding out she'd been bitten by a werewolf wasn't enough to turn Phoebe's world upside
down, learning that she had a past life as a vampire certainly did! Marcus, a vampire and the
former lover of Phoebe's past life, still hungers for her. While Damen, a werewolf once
responsible for Phoebe's death, obsesses for her, reviling Marcus's passion. Phoebe comes to
realize that the horrific dreams from her subconscious are truly glimpses from her past life. She
must learn to accept the monster that now claims part of her soul and that her one true love
would be the undoing of her mortality. Set in modern day Northern England, Immortal Wounds
captures the essence of a time where chivalry and honor reign supreme. It is a romance about
timeless love, forbidden passion, and the overwhelming desire to have what cannot be yours.
It's a story of one woman's quest to recapture a love from a lifetime ago and to find the
courage within her to defend it.
Amanda Hocking is an indie publishing sensation whose self-published novels have sold
millions of copies all over the world, and Switched is the book that started the phenomenon.
Prepare to be enchanted... When Wendy Everly was six years old, her mother was convinced
she was a monster and tried to kill her. Eleven years later, Wendy discovers her mother might
have been right. She's not the person she's always believed herself to be, and her whole life
begins to unravel—all because of Finn Holmes. Finn is a mysterious guy who always seems to
be watching her. Every encounter leaves her deeply shaken...though it has more to do with her
fierce attraction to him than she'd ever admit. But it isn't long before he reveals the truth:
Wendy is a changeling who was switched at birth—and he's come to take her home. Now
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Wendy's about to journey to a magical world she never knew existed, one that's both beautiful
and frightening. And where she must leave her old life behind to discover who she's meant to
become... As a special gift to readers, this book contains a new, never-before-published bonus
story, "The Vittra Attacks," set in the magical world of the Trylle.
An innocence forgotten. A love abandoned. A new era begins.The world has changed.
Humans live, fall in love, and return to the dirt from which they came, but for Roseline
Enescue, time stands still. Many years pass without word from Fane, long enough for the feel
of his touch to wane and she begins to doubt that he ever truly existed at all. Vladimir
continues in his ruthless pursuit to destroy her spirit. Plagued by the sinister whispers of his
brother, Lucian, her husband turns to new methods of torture that leave Roseline on the brink
of insanity. As rumors spread among the humans of vile monsters that inhabit Bran Castle,
giving way to wild legend and myth, she is forced to fight alongside the family she despises in
order to survive. Soon it is no longer survival that she longs for...but blood.
New York Times bestselling author Ted Dekker teams with Tosca Lee to create this gripping
thriller set in a desolate future. Many years have passed since civilization's brush with
apocalypse. The world's greatest threats have all been silenced. There is no anger, no hatred,
no war. There is only perfect peace... and fear. But a terrible secret has been closely guarded
for centuries: Every single soul walking the earth, though in appearance totally normal, is
actually dead, long ago genetically stripped of true humanity. Fleeing pursuit, with only
moments to live, a young man named Rom stumbles into possession of a vial of blood and a
piece of cryptic writing. When consumed, the blood will bring him back to life. When decoded,
the message will lead him on a perilous journey that will require him to abandon everything he
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has ever known and awaken humanity to the transforming power of true life and love. But the
blood will also resurrect hatred, ambition, and greed. Set in a terrifying, medieval future, where
grim pageantry masks death, this tale of dark desires and staggering stakes peels back the
layers of the heart for all who dare to take the ride.
Gabriel is gone. Roseline is left with questions that refuse answers and only the memory of a
man she vows to hunt and kill, but to do so, she must call a truce with her sworn enemy.
Together, Roseline and Nicolae track Fane to the underbelly of London, in search of Gabriel's
kidnappers, but when Malachi- an Immortal with mystifying origin- presents himself as their
guide, Roseline discovers she is not the only one looking for Gabriel. Buried within the secret
chambers of the infamous Hellfire Club, Roseline discovers a grim truth: Gabriel isn't just a
pawn being used by the Arotas prophecy, and those who seek to control its power. He is
Arotas. Everything Roseline has ever known about her brethren is about to change. Emotions
flare, friendships sever and the newly formed bonds between enemies are tested as she
delves into realms hardly conceived. They are trapped in the midst of a battle that has been
waging since the beginning of time.

Sixteen-year-old Eleanor Fitt’s brother is missing. And when she discovers that the
Dead are rising in Philadelphia and wreaking havoc throughout the city, she knows that
her brother is involved. So Eleanor enlists the help of the Spirit-Hunters. This motley
crew, hired to protect the city from supernatural forces, is after the necromancer who
has been reanimating corpses. Their skills can save her brother. But as Eleanor spends
time with the Spirit-Hunters, and their handsome inventor, Daniel, the situation
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becomes dire. Now not only is her reputation at risk, but her very life may hang in the
balance. In Something Strange and Deadly, the first book in a trilogy, Susan Dennard
weaves together vividly imagined scenes of action, adventure, and gorgeous Victorian
fashion to create an entertaining steampunk tapestry of humor, horror, and romance.
Readers who love Cassandra Clare’s Infernal Devices series will be intrigued from the
start.
In this post-apocalyptic sci-fi horror series opener, zombies and humans alike threaten
the future for a tough young woman. After an epidemic swept across America like a
biblical plague, the government leapt into the fray with the release of a new vaccine—but
what was meant to bring salvation to the survivors instead brought damnation.
Mutations began within days of the drug’s release, and the Withered Ones were
born—those neither alive nor dead. They walked the streets, unblinking and unaware.
And they were starting to evolve. Growing up on the streets taught Avery Whitlock how
to care for herself, but nothing could have prepared her for the outbreak of deadly
gangs, a corrupt government bent on using her blood for experiments and the depths to
which desperate people would go to survive. She soon discovered that it was not the
Withered Ones that she needed to fear, but those still human. The ones who knew how
to put a gun to her head when they wanted something from her. Avery was forced to
decide how far would she be willing to go to survive just one more day . . .
Readers who love vampire romances will be thrilled to devour Team Human by Justine
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Larbalestier and Sarah Rees Brennan. Team Human celebrates and parodies the
Twilight books, as well as other classics in the paranormal romance genre. Mel is
horrified when Francis Duvarney, arrogant, gorgeous, and undead, starts at her high
school. Mel’s best friend, Cathy, immediately falls for the vampire. Cathy is determined
to be with him forever, even if having him turn her could inadvertently make her a
zombie. And Mel is equally determined to prove to her BFF that Francis is no good,
braving the city’s vampire district and kissing a cute boy raised by vampires as she
searches evidence in this touching and comic novel.
v Can one girl save the world?From USA Today bestselling author Jillian Dodd comes
the first book in a sizzling new series filled with action and adventure. Fans of The
Selection and The Hunger Games will discover a heart-pounding thrill ride of espionage
and suspense set in glittering high society. An eighteen-year-old covert agent is pulled
out of training before graduation by Black X, a espionage group so secret even the
President of the United States doesn't know it exists.For her first mission, she must go
undercover as the long-lost daughter of a recently deceased billionaire, infiltrate high
society, and protect the Prince of Montrovia from assassination. But Prince Lorenzo is
known as the Playboy Prince for a reason and his sensuality and charisma add a whole
other level of complication to her mission. She knows that her every move is being
watched, but what she doesn't know is that the Prince is just a chess piece in a bigger
game that will have world-wide ramifications. And that Blackwood Academy, the place
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she has called home for the past six years has secrets of its own.With a kickass
heroine and intrigue, this page turner will have you spellbound and drooling over your
new book boyfriend. - H.M Ward, NYT Bestselling authorThe Spy Girl series is an
intrigue filled, exciting ride through a world you'll wish you were part of and want to
know more about! - J. Sterling, New York Times Bestselling Author.
Rumors. Magic. Secrets. Attraction. While 17 year old Alexis Maher never thought she
would live an ordinary life, she wasn't sure she would survive the kind of excitement
she had now. After breaking up with her boyfriend of nearly a year he proceeds to
spread rumors about her, making her one of the most hated juniors of Crescent Point
High. If that wasn't enough, her grandmother dropped a bombshell. Alexis is about to
come into her Druid powers, and it isn't going to be a pleasant process either. While
most teens would welcome becoming psychic and telekinetic, Alexis isn't one of them.
Just when her life is falling apart she meets Christian Marino, a gorgeous, mysterious
senior whom she falls for faster than she would have ever thought possible. But her exboyfriend turned stalker takes exception to their rapidly developing relationship, and
he's becoming increasingly dangerous. Then it becomes apparent that Christian has
secrets of his own. Somehow she has to safely transition into her powers, uncover
Christian's secret and save them both from Nicolas's vengeance.
Stan Lee presents a brand new, magical, super-powered adventure! When twelve
magical superpowers are unleashed on the world, a Chinese-America teenager named
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Steven will be thrown into the middle of an epic global chase. He'll have to master
strange
An Arotas novella. I pledge my heart, my life, my soul to you on this day and all the
days to come. My life, bonded to yours, if you will have me. ~ Gabriel, Redemption With
a single vow and a swift blow, everything Roseline Enescue held dear is stripped away.
The battle is over, but the victory is far from sweet. Laying Gabriel to rest in the
Enescue family mausoleum beside her beloved friend and former lover, Fane is the
hardest thing she has ever had to do. With an eternity of loneliness stretching out
before her, Roseline withdraws into herself, shutting everyone out. Even Elias, Gabriel's
guardian angel leaves her to mourn by herself, but his sudden return brings about a
series of thrilling and terrifying events, the likes of which will forever change the course
of her life. Follow Roseline and Gabriel as they are reunited after death, enjoy Sadie
and Nicolae's fiery romance, experience William's growing feelings of uselessness and
discover what happens when there is no one left to control the forces of darkness. With
a single vow everything changed. A prophecy yet to be fulfilled. A new legacy to last the
ages. EVERMORE, an Arotas novella. The final installment.
Jessica's had the nightmares for as long as she can remember. Nightmares of being
judged for people who have died, of being branded by the angels. Her friends and
family think she's a crazy because of it all. Yet she carries the mark of the condemned,
seared into the back of her neck, and hides it and herself away from the world. But
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when two men she can't ignore enter her life everything changes, including the
nightmares. The two of them couldn't be more different. She will do anything to be with
one of them. Even tell him the truth about angels, why she never sleeps, and the scar
on the back of her neck. But one of the two has set events into motion what will pull her
toward her own judgment and turn her into the object of her greatest fear.
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